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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator must deploy software to a userÂ´s computer to
remedy a problem. The administrator is trying to determine
whether to create a policy or a task to deploy the software to
the userÂ´s computers. In which two situations should the admin
choose a policy instead of a task? (Select 2)

A. When
B. When
C. When
D. When
E. When
Answer:

actions
actions
actions
actions
actions
C,E

needs to be performed in
are to be performed only
are recurring
are to be performance on
are to be performed on a

near-real time
once
only a few resources
Schedule

NEW QUESTION: 2
A help desk ticket case type is defined as follows:
If the Process ticket step is configured to set the status to
Pending-Verification, when is the status of the case set to
Pending-Verification?
A. When the Triage stage completes
B. When the Process ticket step completes
C. When the Process ticket step starts
D. When Verify solution step starts
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A web component accesses a local EJB session bean with a
component interface of com.example.Account with a home
interface of com.example.AccountHome and a JNDI reference of
ejb/Account. Which makes the local EJB component accessible to
the web components in the web application deployment
descriptor?
A. &lt;resource-ref&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-name&gt;ejb/Account&lt;/ejb-ref-name&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-type&gt;Session&lt;/ejb-ref-type&gt;
&lt;local-home&gt;com.example.AccountHome&lt;/local-home&gt;
&lt;local&gt;com.example.Account&lt;/local&gt;
&lt;/resource-ref&gt;
B. &lt;ejb-local-ref&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-name&gt;ejb/Account&lt;/ejb-ref-name&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-type&gt;Session&lt;/ejb-ref-type&gt;
&lt;local-home&gt;com.example.AccountHome&lt;/local-home&gt;
&lt;local&gt;com.example.Account&lt;/local&gt;
&lt;/ejb-local-ref&gt;
C. &lt;env-ref&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-name&gt;ejb/Account&lt;/ejb-ref-name&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-type&gt;Session&lt;/ejb-ref-type&gt;
&lt;local-home&gt;com.example.AccountHome&lt;/local-home&gt;
&lt;local&gt;com.example.Account&lt;/local&gt;
&lt;/env-ref&gt;
D. &lt;ejb-remote-ref&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-name&gt;ejb/Account&lt;/ejb-ref-name&gt;
&lt;ejb-ref-type&gt;Session&lt;/ejb-ref-type&gt;
&lt;local-home&gt;com.example.AccountHome&lt;/local-home&gt;
&lt;local&gt;com.example.Account&lt;/local&gt;

&lt;/ejb-remote-ref&gt;
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is the core of fiber optic cables made
of?
A. Kevlar
B. PVC
C. Teflon
D. Glass fibers
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Fiber optic cables have an outer insulating jacket made of
Teflon or PVC, Kevlar fiber, which helps to strengthen the
cable and prevent breakage, plastic coatings, used to cushion
the fiber center. The center (core) of the cable is made of
glass or plastic fibers.
Source: ANDRESS, Mandy, Exam Cram CISSP, Coriolis, 2001,
Chapter 3: Telecommunications and Network Security (page 31).
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